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We investigate three-dimensional propagation in bulk Kerr media of beams possessing different widths in the two
transverse dimensions, under the combined effects of self-focusing and diffraction. This allows us to elucidate
the process of self-trapping and provides a quantitative interpretation of recent experimental observations of beam
self-deflection [Barthelemy et al., Opt. Lett. 17, 844 (1992)].
Much attention has recently been devoted, both
theoretically'- 5 and experimentally,6 -" to the in-
vestigation of self-trapped propagation of optical
beams (spatial solitons), which can be achieved
as a result of balance between self-focusing and
diffraction in Kerr media. In the three-dimensional
case (propagation along z and diffraction along
the transverse directions x and y), self-trapping is
unstable under radially symmetric perturbations of
the circularly symmetric transverse configuration,'2
while the analysis of the stability properties becomes
more involved for asymmetric perturbations.13
The three-dimensional case degenerates into the
(stable) two-dimensional one if circular symmetry is
removed by letting one of the two transverse widths
of the beam (e.g., y) become large enough that the
corresponding diffraction length exceeds the propa-
gation length. In this situation, the y dimension
is practically infinite and the significant dynamical
evolution is restricted to the x dimension. However,
the propagation length can be such that the nonlin-
earity associated with the optical Kerr effect makes
itself manifest through an experimentally observable
beam self-deflection,'4 so that it becomes necessary to
investigate the beam behavior without neglecting its
evolution along the y dimension.
In this Letter we use a general formalism based
on a variational approach to describe propagation of
beams with different transverse widths. This allows
us, in particular, to interpret the main features of the
self-deflection experiment described in Ref. 14.
We recall that stationary three-dimensional prop-
agation is described by the dimensionless nonlinear
Schrddinger equation,'2
a- u +2 a+a-72)uH-IuI 2 u=O. (1)
where (6, Y7, ;) = (kx, ky, kz) and u (n2/no)"'2E,
with n2 being the nonlinear refractive-index coeffi-
cient of the medium (whose refractive index is given
by n = no + n2IE I2) and E labeling the slowly varying
part of the electric field exp(ikz - iwt)E(x, y, z).
Equation (1) can be interpreted as a Euler-Lagrange
equation' 5 corresponding to a vanishing variation
a dj dJ d;
X L (u,*, U6, f*, uX, U,*, U, UC*) =0 (2)
of the Lagrangian density
L = (U*U; - u4e) + 1 jueJ2 + 1lu 12 -1 u
(3)
where the subscripts denote partial derivative.
In the context of the Ritz optimization proce-
dure, as used in the frame of optical propagation
problems, 3' 41 3 we look for an approximate analytical
solution of Eq. (1) to be found within a set of suitably
chosen trial functions of the form
U(', 77 ) = M01/2(') F 12 (e2 772)+ 2J
X exp[iao(;) + ial(Of 2 + ia2(W772], (4)
where F is a well-behaved prescribed function and
the two widths o- and ,A (along the x and y directions,
respectively) are permitted to assume different val-
ues. If we insert Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), the variational
principle reduces to
af df r 0,= ° (5)
with
.12r =f dd 7e + d7 .
_x _
(6)
Accordingly, the exact field Lagrangian L is re-
placed by the reduced Lagrangian Lr, whose Eu-
ler-Lagrange equations furnish the evolution of the
i-dependent parameters MO, o-, At, ao, a1 , and a2 -We wish to consider here the situation in which
Iu(; = 0, I, 77)1 has a Gaussian shape and to assume
that the trial function F maintains a Gaussian
distribution in both 6 and ij for varying A, that is,
° If , 7(u1 M0112 exp{-[62/20.2(;)]
- [72/2 2(>)]}exp[iao(') + ial(;)6 2 + ia2(A)r2]. (7)
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After inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (3) and the resulting
expression into Eq. (6), we obtain
1 2_ 1M 0 2Lr = 6oMO + 2Mo(aitr 2 + a2 _L2)-2 ~~~~~4ir or-A
+ Mo(u2a12 + A2 a22) + MO + 2  , (8)
where the overdot denotes derivation with respect to
;. The Euler-Lagrange equations pertinent to the
above Lagrangian read as (we omit, for conciseness,
the one describing the evolution of ao since it is not
relevant for the results of this Letter)
MO = °, (9)
6- - 2ca, = 0, it - 2Aa2 = 0,
1 M 0 2 1 
et, + 4l 3° + 2a1 -24= ()
a2 + 4 M O + 2a 22 =0 (12)24w oUA3 21A4
By differentiating Eqs. (10) with respect to ;, we
obtain, with the help of Eqs. (11), (12), and (9) (which
expresses energy conservation),
1 MO + 1 (13)
27r -2A aUo3
= 1 MO + 1 (14)
2,wo0-2 A3
The set of Eqs. (13) and (14) describes the ; evo-
lution of an asymmetric Gaussian beam, the asym-
metry being associated with nonidentical values of
the initial widths along the x and y axes, that is,
0J(; = 0) ao 0 = 0) /-o.
The usual two-dimensional situation corresponds
to the assumption that both nonlinearity and diffrac-
tion are ineffective in the y direction, which amounts
to letting /,t go to infinity in Eq. (14) and setting
u = Auo in Eq. (13). The resulting equation,
1 MO 1
17r U2 I-Lo + 1,:~ (15)
2w urc2 yto Cr3
consistent with the self-trapped solution o-(>) = o
(spatial soliton). If -1 < a 5 0, one has a diffraction-
dominated regime in which o(4) -; - for ; - m.
For 0 < a < 1, o-(4) is a periodic function whose
value oscillates from o-o to o-o/a > 0 o, whereas for
a > 1, v(;) is a periodic function oscillating from o-O
to uo/a < 0o. In practice, for a slightly different
from unity, the beam behaves like a spatial soliton
whose width undergoes small oscillations around the
equilibrium value 0o corresponding to a = 1, which
expresses the well-known stability properties of two-
dimensional solitons.
We now address the situation pertaining to beam
self-deflection experiments,14 in which o- can be
considered approximately constant over the relevant
propagation length, while the evolution of ,A(;) is
expedient for the understanding of the self-deflection
process. Actually, the experiment of Ref. 14 deals
with nonlinear propagation of a beam with an
elliptical transverse section (whose major axis
corresponds to the y axis). This pattern is obtained
by the superposition of two tilted beams, which gives
rise to a system of interference fringes (parallel to
the x axis) whose role is to prevent filamentation
without essentially influencing the evolution of the
transverse beam shape. The authors of Ref. 14
interpret the nonlinear dynamics affecting diffraction
in the y direction in terms of attraction of the two
interfering beams, which they call self-deflection.
In our formalism, this attraction corresponds to an
increasing of Au with ; slower than that associated
with diffraction alone [see relation (22) below].
To describe the evolution of A(d), it is necessary to
solve Eq. (14), which we rewrite in the approximate
form
1 MO
,, = _ _ UO
2 (18)
Equation (18) corresponds to neglecting the ; de-
pendence of the small dimension o- as well as
diffraction effects along the large dimension /L(0, an
approximation valid under the experimental condi-
tions of Ref. 14. By use of the relation 2d2 ,u/d;2 =
(d/dtt)[(dA/d>) 2 ], Eq. (18) gives rise to
exhibits both the nonlinear Kerr contribution (the
term proportional to the energy Mo) and the diffrac-
tive contribution (the term proportional to 1/u-3 ),
and the behavior of its solutions can be investigated
by noting that 2d2a/d; 2 = (d/dcr) [(do/d&)2 ]. If we
assume that (do-/d>);=o = 0 (corresponding to the
beam waist in the input plane z = 0), we obtain
dor 1
=O 1 [(_ - uo)(uO - aoj)]/2 , (16)
where
1 Mo0 _-01 (17)
Ir /.Lo
Different propagation regimes turn out to exist
according to the values assumed by the parameter
a. If a = 1, that is, for the critical value of the
power MO = (MO) = 2wg(,ao/ao), Eqs. (15) and (16) are
d; = - + qO2 , (1c)
where qo = (d/L/d;)c=o and y = Mo/wruO. For the
power levels of Ref. 14, one has y1/to - qo2/y > 0,
and Eq. (19) is easily integrated to give
arccos{[/3(t)]I2} + {[8/3(0)[1 - W]}12
- arccos[( 3o)" 2]- [pAo(l -_o)]" 2 = _p3/2yS2;.
(20)
To obtain an explicit expression for pu(, we expand
the left-hand side of Eq. (20) around AL = AuO, thus
getting
Y 1 2 ( q oo)2 = qo;, (21)
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from which it is easily deduced that
dAu qo _ qo - Y
d; 1 + Y( - /Lo) ° 2, o2; -
2A(0 2qO2
(22)
We now observe that, since A represents the beam
width in the y direction, the quantity dg/d; can
be interpreted as the angular divergence 0(i) of the
beam and the self-deflection effect is contained in the
negative Independent term on the right-hand side of
relation (22). In ordinary units, relation (22) yields
0(z) = 0(0) - 2wnO (Z/wY)' (23)
where Zo is the vacuum impedance and I = P/(wwy)
is the beam intensity, with P the power and w, =
uo/k and wy = Auo/k the beam widths. In the
experiment of Ref. 14, the nonlinear medium is CS2,
for which no = 1.6 and n2 = 1.9 X 10-20 (m/V)2 ,
and the beam has an elliptical transverse shape
with w, = 60 jzm and wy = 4 mm. The mea-
sured self-deflection (0.6 mrad for I 5 GW/cm 2 )
can be compared with the theoretical value of
0.46 mrad given by Eq. (23).
In conclusion, we have developed a formalism that
allows us to describe the nonlinear propagation of
beams with unequal transverse widths. It is based
on a variational approach already well established
in the framework of nonlinear optics, which has been
shown to provide analytical results in good agreement
with the numerical ones.3'4"6 In particular, we have
presented an application in connection with recent
observations of self-deflection in Kerr media.14
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